AbstractÐTracking both structure and motion of nonrigid objects from monocular images is an important problem in vision. In this paper, a hierarchical method which integrates local analysis (that recovers small details) and global analysis (that appropriately limits possible nonrigid behaviors) is developed to recover dense depth values and nonrigid motion from a sequence of 2D satellite cloud images without any prior knowledge of point correspondences. This problem is challenging not only due to the absence of correspondence information but also due to the lack of depth cues in the 2D cloud images (scaled orthographic projection). In our method, the cloud images are segmented into several small regions and local analysis is performed for each region. A recursive algorithm is proposed to integrate local analysis with appropriate global fluid model constraints, based on which a structure and motion analysis system, SMAS, is developed. We believe that this is the first reported system in estimating dense structure and nonrigid motion under scaled orthographic views using fluid model constraints. Experiments on cloud image sequences captured by meteorological satellites (GOES-8 and GOES-9) have been performed using our system, along with their validation and analyses. Both structure and 3D motion correspondences are estimated to subpixel accuracy. Our results are very encouraging and have many potential applications in earth and space sciences, especially in cloud models for weather prediction.
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INTRODUCTION
CLOUD motion analysis is a very important application area in computer vision, especially in nonrigid motion analysis. Accurate cloud heights and winds are significant for a number of meteorological and climate applications [7] , such as cloud model verification, physically-based numerical weather prediction and data assimilation, cloud-wind height assignment [6] , [8] , [18] , [7] , convective intensity estimation [24] , [25] , naval aviation, and radiation balance estimation for Mission to Planet Earth type climate baseline studies.
During the past decades, many studies have been conducted on the structure recovery from rigid motion [30] , [2] and the motion recovery from stereo images [32] . In particular, different vision algorithms were proposed and employed to address the problem of automatic cloud motion analysis. Fujita et al. pioneered the use of ATS-1, the first geosynchronous meteorological satellites, launched in 1966, for measuring large scale cloud motion [5] . Leese et al. [16] , Smith and Phillips [26] , and Phillips et al. [23] implemented local area cross-correlation-based automatic cloud tracking using ATS imagery. Cross-correlation methods implicitly assume a local rigid motion model. However, this assumption fails in tracking mesoscale atmospheric phenomena such as hurricanes and severe convective storms [9] . Aggarwal and Duda [1] studied the motion of polygonal objects and used vertices as matching features to estimate cloud motions from satellite images. Kambhamettu et al. [14] used a continuous motion model, where individual cloud elements are assumed to undergo locally continuous deformation (i.e., the cloud surface patch can be smoothly stretched with local elements maintaining their neighborhood relationships), while Palaniappan et al. [20] , [19] used a semifluid model which allows cloud surface patches to merge, split, or cross over. However, their methods relied on 3D cloud data and utilized the changes in differential geometric properties of 3D cloud surfaces in motion in order to perform cloud tracking. The 3D cloud data were obtained from stereo analysis and/or by approximating 2D intensity images for depth information. Kambhamettu et al. [12] applied coupled stereo and motion analysis of clouds using a simple-to-complex multiresolution approach. Recently, multispectral satellite information, such as moisture data and infrared data, was incorporated into the automatic cloud motion vector estimation algorithms by Velden [27] and Velden et al. [28] , [29] . They discussed the impact of multispectral satellite information on both tropical cyclone tracking and cloud intensification analysis.
The previous approaches focused on dense nonrigid motion estimation of clouds using multiview or multispectral satellite cloud image sequences. However, they did not recover dense structure and nonrigid motion from a single 2D image sequence. In this paper, we generalize our previous work in [34] , [35] and propose a novel algorithm to estimate both dense structure and nonrigid motion from a sequence of 2D cloud images using global fluid model constraints. The task is challenging due to the complex dynamics of the imaging instruments and the underlying nonlinear phenomena of cloud formation and weather, as well as the scaled orthographic projection of cloud imagery, which makes the structure estimation problem even more difficult. In our algorithm, the cloud images are first segmented into small regions and local analysis is performed for each region, assuming that similar nonrigid motion is present within each region for a short time period. Then, a recursive algorithm is proposed to integrate local analysis with appropriate global constraints. A system called SMAS has been implemented based on our algorithm. Experiments using Hurricane Luis image sequences were performed to estimate the complete hurricane structure and 3D motion correspondences, along with extensive error analysis. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the data acquisition of cloud image sequences. Section 3 briefly presents the local analysis of 2D cloud image sequences. Section 4 discusses the global analysis. Section 5 presents the experimental results on satellite images of Hurricane Luis. Section 6 validates and evaluates our results. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in Section 7.
GOES CLOUD IMAGE SEQUENCES
The current generation of Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (NOAA GOES 8, 9, 10) has an Imager instrument with five multispectral channels of high spatial resolution and very high dynamic range radiance measurements with 10-bit precision.
In this paper, we use only the visible channel of the GOES Imager instrument that has high spatial, temporal, radiometric, and spectral resolution. The improved Imager enables more reliable automatic cloud-tracking of mesoscale atmospheric phenomena such as hurricane and severe convective storms [14] , [9] .
Image sequences from two satellites, GOES-8 and GOES-9, are used for the Hurricane experiments reported in this paper. During Hurricane Luis, GOES-9 collected data in Super Rapid Scan Operation mode (SRSO) in which the GOES Imager collects imagery of a fixed sector approximately once every minute and GOES-8 collected data in routine mode, which includes four US views per hour. GOES-8 was in routine mode to provide mandatory operational hemispheric coverage for other weather events that would otherwise conflict with SRSO. The subsatellite point of GOES-8 (GOES-East) is US W longitude, which has been remapped in our experiments to GOES-9 (GOES-West) having a subsatellite point of IQS W longitude using geolocation latitudelongitude information. Stereo analysis of these two image sequences has been done on a Maspar parallel machine, using a coarse-to-fine, hierarchical algorithm which was previously developed at NASA-Goddard [20] , [9] , [21] . This gives us a sequence of disparities every 15 minutes. In this work, we utilized a GOES-9 image sequence (1 frame/minute) and the available disparities (1 frame/15 minutes) to estimate dense structure, nonrigid motion, and 3D correspondences of clouds for every frame (every minute).
LOCAL MOTION ANALYSIS
Cloud motion is a special case of fluid motion and consists of very complex motion dynamics. In order to obtain accurate cloud-top structure and motion, especially to capture small fluid details, local motion tracking techniques are necessary. Ideally, one would like to segment the clouds appropriately and fit different nonrigid motion models to the corresponding segmented regions. However, cloud segmentation is an extremely hard problem. In order to avoid this problem, we segment the cloud images evenly into several small regions. For each small region, if it is a small enough area, say Q Â Q pixels, we can assume that this small region is undergoing nonrigid motion according to the same nonrigid motion model. Our earlier observation of cloud motion has suggested that this is a reasonable assumption for image analysis [20] , [9] .
An important part of local motion analysis is to define an appropriate nonrigid motion model for each local cloud region. Restricted classes of nonrigid motion, such as quasi-rigid motion, homothetic motion, or conformal motion [11] , are not suitable for modeling complex cloud motion behavior. More general nonrigid motion models are desirable. In this paper, an affine motion model is used because it can be used to model general nonrigid motion and is more powerful than other restricted nonrigid motion models. The affine motion model has been experimentally confirmed as a suitable model for small local cloud motion [20] , [14] , [9] . In [36] , we derive the relationship between the affine motion model and fluid dynamics in order to evaluate and interpret the physical model for locally affine cloud fluid motion.
Using a 3D affine motion model, we have iI i w i hY I where i is a point in the frame i, w is an affine transformation matrix, and h is a translation vector. It can be noted that the local affine motion model is assumed to remain the same for a short period of time in (1). This is mainly due to the fact that the dual problem of structure and nonrigid motion recovery is a very ill-posed problem and it is underconstrained in terms of unknowns that need to be estimated. The above assumption will produce more constraint equations which are necessary to solve this problem. In addition, it has been experimentally proven that this assumption is valid in the local cloud motion [14] , [9] . In this paper, a scaling factor i is also incorporated into (1) in order to compensate for possible temporal deviations between successive cloud images. Equation (1) represents the constraint equation for tracking a point across a sequence of images using the affine motion model. Image registration techniques (cross-correlation or optic flow) are first used to find three 2D correspondence candidates for each data point. Then, an EOF (error-of-fit) function can be defined by the sum of the minimal distance between the 2D correspondence candidates and the orthographic projection 1 of the hypothesized point obtained by (1):
g iYj k are the three 2D correspondence candidates for point iYj and ort is the orthographic projection matrix. The three correspondence candidates constrain the motion to a small region in frame i I and are not used for explicitly matching feature correspondences.
The use of multiple correspondence candidates gives more flexibility to the minimization process in order to track the highly complex and dynamic cloud motion. Also, since the GOES satellite cloud images have a stereo occurrence every 15 minutes, the depth unknowns in the first frame can be eliminated by relating them to the available stereo disparities. The Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least-square method is utilized to solve (2) with additional depth constraints using a penalty function.
GLOBAL FLUID CONSTRAINTS
Since the local optimization scheme performs cloud tracking within each small area independently, it suffers from discontinuities across borders as the recovered structure and motion may change a lot from one small area to the next. Also, with the absence of a global description of the cloud fluid motion, there may be a high degree of overfitting involved in the optimization of local motion model. Hence, some appropriate global constraints are necessary in order to limit possible nonrigid behaviors and regularize the locally recovered cloud motion and structure. Previous work used a hierarchical motion model with a global rigid motion to model the storm system translation and rotation [13] . In this paper, a set of global fluid constraints is incorporated using physical fluid models.
Smooth Motion Assumption
Cloud motion can be approximated as smooth deformation with local gradual variations in velocities [20] , [9] , This smooth motion assumption was successfully utilized for nonrigid motion recovery of 3D biomedical data [15] . In this paper, we assume that the 3D fluid flow over the entire cloud image can be approximated by a Taylor series expansion at each frame,
We can consider cloud images as orthographic projections since the distance between the satellite and clouds is very large (approximately 35,787 km from mean sea level to geostationary orbit).
Essentially, (5) assumes that the velocity components are smoothly varying functions with continuous derivatives and provides a global smoothness constraint. Many researchers have used it in fluid flow modeling and visualization. Perry and Chong [22] used it to model stationary incompressible flow fields and Ford and Strickland [4] used it for fluid flow image visualization. In our algorithm, we found that second order Taylor series expansion is a good approximation of the cloud velocity field and a smoothness force can be defined as follows, based on this observation:
where v i t is the second order Taylor series expansions defined for the velocity field in frame i and ! ! ! I Y ! P Y ! Q are positive weights. Clearly, (6) can serve as an internal force which will constrain and regularize the cloud motion flow and make the motion field smooth over the entire nonrigid object (cloud). However, all the 30 coefficients in (5) are unknown initially. An approach for obtaining these coefficients will be discussed later.
Fluid Dynamics
The dynamics of fluid flows are governed by three fundamental laws: the mass conservation law, Newton's second law of motion, commonly known as Navier-Stokes equations in fluid mechanics, and the energy conservation law. Several researchers have successfully employed them in recovering 2D flows from images [31] , [3] , [17] . In the cloud image sequences, only kinematic information is available. So, we use only the mass conservation law to constrain the fluid cloud motion. The law of conservation of mass states that the net flux of mass entering an infinitesimal control volume is equal to rate of change of the mass of the element. For homogeneous incompressible fluid, it is the divergence-free condition,
Since the cloud velocity components are represented by a second order Taylor series expansion, the following constraint is obtained, using conservation of mass: (9) provides an additional constraint in solving for the coefficients in (5).
Incorporating the Global Constraints
A recursive algorithm is proposed to solve for the unknown coefficients in (5), incorporating the global constraints of the previous solution. First, initial results for each small region can be obtained without global constraints by minimizing (2) locally. While the initial results may be noisy, we can use them to fit all the coefficients in (5) (velocity field function) for all the frames. The Levenberg-Marquardt method for nonlinear function optimization is used. The EOF function to fit the velocity field function in frame i can be defined as,
where v H iYj is point j's velocity vector in frame i computed from the initial results. In addition, we want to include the fluid divergencefree condition (8) in the fitting procedure, which can be done by rewriting (10) as the following:
where is a positive constant. Second, after all the coefficients in (5) are fitted, the global constraints can be easily incorporated into the local nonrigid motion model optimization by adding the smoothness force of (6) to (2),
where iYj is a penalty function to enforce small changes in depth for successive frames. Clearly, the new EOF function (12) contains both local and global information. More regularized results can be obtained by performing optimization on each small cloud region using the new EOF function. In this paper, the above procedure is performed iteratively.
The essence of this algorithm is to retrieve useful information under sufficient constraints using approximate results and then use the information as global constraints for the next iteration's optimization. In cloud motion analysis, the Taylor series coefficients represent the global flow of the cloud image and are utilized to regularize and guide the local cloud tracking. It is found that the algorithm works very well for the cloud application and the iterations achieve convergence in our experiments. Fig. 1 presents the initial results (without global constraints) and the results after seven iterations. It is clear that the initial recovered depth changes dramatically from one small region to another with a lot of noise, while the results after incorporating global constraints are very smooth.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our structure and motion analysis system SMAS, implemented in C (on an SGI platform), performs nonrigid motion and structure analysis on the cloud image sequences captured by GOES. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first reported system that extracts dense cloud-top heights and winds from a sequence of cloud images automatically and extends the results of [20] , [9] by also recovering structure.
We have conducted our experiments on Hurricane Luis imagery, which formed as a tropical depression on 28 August 1995. After 3.5 days as a tropical storm, it intensified to a Category 1 hurricane on 31 August and later became a Category 4 hurricane on 1 September. The track of Luis covered the outer regions of Caribbean islands, Puerto Rico, and some of the Virgin Islands. Luis did not make landfall in the US, but went back out to sea on 7 September and, by 11
September it was off the coast of Newfoundland, where it was downgraded to a Category 1 hurricane.
We present the results for a sequence of 12 hurricane Luis images (from 1621 UTC to 1634 UTC). UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) formerly known as Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) refers to the time at zero degree meridian which crosses through Greenwich, England. The first frame in the experiments starts at 1621 UTC as GOES-8 and GOES-9 images form a stereo pair at this instant. Fig. 2 shows the intensity images, from 1621 UTC to 1634 UTC (1-minute images from GOES-9), which are provided to our system. After seven iterations in SMAS, Fig. 3 shows the recovered dense cloud heights, which are in disparity units (pixel shifts). It was found through mathematical analysis of the position of the satellites and viewing geometry that the true cloud heights can be approximated by scaling the disparity with a constant (heightkm IXUVHWU Â disprity) for midlatitude tropical storms under assumptions about atmospheric conditions [9] . In order to depict the recovered cloud motion, we visualize the cloud motion in the x À y plane and in the z axis separately. In fact, due to the scaled orthographic projection of the cloud images, the recovery of z motion is very important. Fig. 4 shows the recovered cloud motion which is projected on the x À y plane and Fig. 5 illustrates the recovered z direction's motion (v z ) at every iteration step in order to show the intermediate results of our algorithm. As one may expect, the initially recovered z motion is noisy. However, after the global constraints were incorporated, very good results were obtained within seven iterations. Fig. 5 shows that the final recovered cloud motion has higher v z in the hurricane eye and Fig. 5 . Recovered cloud motion in the z direction (v z ) at every iteration step (red means v z has a positive value whose direction is upward and blue means v z has a negative value whose direction is downward). lower v z in the dense mass of high clouds forming the hurricane structure, which agrees with observations [10] . In addition, when comparing the recovered 3D cloud motion with the original images visually through animations, 2 the cloud tracking results are accurate. Close examination shows that local analysis enables our algorithm to recover different kinds of nonrigid motions locally, including cloud surface expansion, contraction, and also fluid phenomena such as cloud surface merging, splitting, and crossing over. In the following section, we further quantitatively validate our results.
VALIDATIONS
We explore several ways of validating our results as it is difficult to get the ground truth of cloud top heights and motion. We found that our motion estimates are quite accurate when compared to manual analysis (within 1 pixel). In this section, we elaborate more on our structure estimation.
First, we compared SMAS estimated structure against the automatic stereo disparities in the last frame (UTC 1634) because UTC 1634 is the only frame (through UTC 1622 to UTC 1634) where the disparities are available. In this comparison, we found that our results are very close to the corresponding disparities for almost all the areas of the hurricane. Table 1 shows the mean errors for different parts of the hurricane. Also, we performed the same comparison at every iteration step at UTC 1634 in order to further evaluate the convergence and stability of our algorithm. Fig. 6a illustrates the change of the mean errors over successive iterations. Note that, although the initial mean errors (at iteration 0) are very large (about 2.5 disparity units), they decrease very quickly after the global constraints are applied. Stable mean errors are achieved at the seventh iteration.
Another evaluation is made by comparing the recovered cloudtop heights against the IR (infrared) temperature-based cloud-top heights. IR-based cloud heights are usually acceptable as groundtruth within high albedo dense upper clouds without thin cirrus and without significant atmospheric water vapor. Since IR heights are available at all the times, comparisons can be done for every frame (from UTC 1621 to UTC 1634) in the central dense overcast cloud regions. Fig. 6b shows the mean errors for different parts of the hurricane at every frame. It can be seen that the mean errors are consistent and negligible within the central dense overcast cloud region (hurricane body) where the IR-based heights are also most reliable.
It can also be noted that larger errors occur in the hurricane eye and the hurricane edge in both evaluations that we made. This error distribution stems from the assumption in our global constraints that clouds are homogeneous incompressible fluid. This assumption may fail in the areas of hurricane eye and hurricane edge due to the variation of cloud density and in region of high mesovortex convection such as the northwest quadrant of Hurricane Luis. Also, disparities and IR are not reliable estimates of cloud height in these areas since they are composed of multilayered thin cirrus. However, for most parts of the clouds, the mean errors are negligible (0.6 to 0.8 disparity units).
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents the tracking of dense structure and nonrigid motion from a sequence of 2D cloud images. The main contribution of this research is that it not only deals with the problem of recovering structure from the scaled orthographic projection views but also performs nonrigid motion estimation to obtain 3D correspondences by integrating local and global analysis. The results are very encouraging and have tremendous applications in meteorology for cloud modeling and weather prediction. A similar 2. For more results and animations, please refer to [33] . approach can be applied for perspective projection imagery such as lip motion, human facial expressions, biomedical applications, etc.
Our future directions include the following:
1. use of complex fluid models to capture the variation of fluid density in clouds, 2. cloud motion segmentation, and 3. use of multispectral satellite images in cloud structure and nonrigid motion tracking. Our ultimate goal is to have a set of techniques that can perform cloud motion classification and apply appropriate motion models in cloud tracking and nonrigid motion and structure analysis for long term climate studies and for short term numerical weather prediction.
